
Chile-Chicken Chilaquiles 

Makes: 4 servings 
Time: 45 minutes 

Everywhere bread is traditional, people developed the means to use it stale— think of Italy’s 
crostini, or fattoush, the pita salads of the Middle East. Chilaquiles—scrambled tortilla strips—
are Mexico’s contribution. Traditional versions often include eggs and/or salsa to soften and 
flavor the tortillas, with meat stirred in as almost an afterthought. If you’re going to use 
chicken, consider thighs (which are less expensive and more flavorful). To make this vegetarian, 
skip the chicken and add a couple of eggs scrambled during the last few minutes of cooking; to 
make it vegan (and cheaper), add a handful of cooked or canned pinto beans instead.  

One technical note: Charring and peeling poblanos is the classic method, but if you cut them up 
small or thin enough, you can skip this step.  

Ingredients 

• 8 small corn tortillas (stale are fine)  
• 1/2 cup olive or vegetable oil  
• Salt and pepper 
• 2 boneless, skinless chicken breasts or thighs  
• 2 poblano or other fresh mild chiles, seeded and thinly sliced  
• 1 red bell pepper, cut into strips  
• 1 onion, halved and sliced  
• 1 tablespoon minced garlic  
• 8 Roma (plum) tomatoes, seeded if you like, chopped (canned are fine; drain their juice)  
• 1/2 cup chopped fresh cilantro  
• Lime wedges  

Instructions 

1. Cut the tortillas in half and then crosswise into strips about 1 inch wide. Put the oil in a deep 
skillet over medium-high heat. When it’s hot but not smoking, fry the tortilla strips, turning 
frequently, until golden brown and crisp on both sides, about 3 minutes. Work in 2 or 3 batches 
to avoid crowding. Use a slotted spoon to transfer them to towels to drain. Sprinkle with a little 
salt while they’re still hot.  

2. Pour off all but 2 tablespoons of the oil. Add the chicken, sprinkle with salt and pepper and 
brown well, turning as necessary, until no longer pink inside but not dry, 10 to 15 minutes 
depending on the cut. Remove the chicken from the skillet and add the poblanos, bell pepper, 
onion, and garlic; sprinkle with salt and pepper. Cook, stirring frequently, until the vegetables 
soften and begin to turn golden, 5 to 10 minutes. Add the tomatoes and cook, stirring, until 
their liquid has boiled off.  



3. When the chicken is cool enough to handle, slice or chop it and return the pieces to the pan 
along with the tortillas. Cook, stirring, just long enough to warm the chicken and tortilla strips, 
about 2 minutes. Taste and adjust the seasoning. Sprinkle with the cilantro and serve with the 
lime wedges.  

— Recipe from The Food Matters Cookbook 


